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Matthew 5:29-30 
 
An improper view of sin will skew our understanding of what it means to be holy. One of the 
greatest dangers in the Christian life is that we would begin to be glibly satisfied with ourselves 
because we are not guilty of some of the more “gross” sins in the Bible. Over and over in the New 
Testament, we see Jesus is taking the Pharisees to task because they consider themselves to be right 
with God without ever examining their hearts. Remember, holiness isn’t merely a matter of conduct; 
it’s a matter of the heart. It’s not only a man’s deeds that are important, but also his desires. When 
he sees himself for who he really is, he will abhor himself and become poor in spirit. He will mourn 
over his sin, hunger and thirst for righteousness, and cast himself upon the grace and mercy of 
Christ.    
 
While I gave you some practical application in last week’s message, the two verses in front of us 
this morning are Jesus’ application to His own words. Last week Jesus’ Words, like the rays of 
daybreak, exposed the darkness of our adulterous hearts, and this morning He is going to direct us 
to the highway of holiness. Let’s turn our attention to our text for this morning. Matthew, recording 
Jesus’ words, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, writes: 
 

You have heard that it was said, “You shall not commit adultery.” But I say to you that everyone 
who looks at a woman with lustful intent has already committed adultery with her in his heart. If 
your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of 
your members than that your whole body be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes you 
to sin, cut it off and throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of your members than that 
your whole body go into hell. Matthew 5:27-30 

 
SIN IS A SKANDALIZO (TRAP) 
 
Twice Jesus uses the Greek word (skandali÷zw - skandalizo), which is translated “causes you to 
sin”. We see it once in verse 29, if your right eye “causes you to sin” and once in verse 30, if your 
right hand “causes you to sin”. You can probably hear our English word scandalous here. Sin, 
whatever its form, is always scandalous. The word skandalizo carries the idea of entrapping, 
tripping up, or causing to stumble. The word literally refers to a bait stick that holds a trap door 
open. You’ve seen it before, an unsuspecting critter walks into a trap and removes the bait from the 
stick and the door springs shut. This is the picture Paul paints in Galatians 6:1 when he refers to 
anyone “caught in sin”. We should view the temptation to sin sexually or in any other way like bait. 
James reminds us, “Each person is tempted when he is lured and enticed by his own desire” James 



1:14. Sin is enticing; it’s appealing; it’s attractive – but it’s a trap! When you are lured into the trap 
by temptation and take the bait, you get caught in the bondage of sin. It is ironic that the eye, which 
is supposed to prevent stumbling, becomes the skandalizo that causes one to stumble 
 
How are we to deal with the temptation to sin? Before we answer that, is it sin to be tempted? Jesus 
was tempted by Satan in the wilderness to relinquish His Lordship; Jesus was tempted by Satan in 
the Garden of Gethsemane to forgo the cross, He was tempted while on the cross to show His deity 
by removing Himself from the cross. The writer of Hebrews tells us, “Jesus… was tempted in every 
way as we are, yet without sin” Hebrews 4:15. Clearly, to be tempted is not to sin, but the line 
between temptation and sin is often very fine. How does Jesus teach that we should deal with 
temptation? He says, “If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away. For it is 
better that you lose one of your members than that your whole body be thrown into hell. And if 
your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of 
your members than that your whole body go into hell.” Jesus is essentially saying, “Make war with 
sin”. 
 
PRINCIPLE #1 - SIN IS NOT A TOY TO BE PLAYED WITH, IT’S AN ENEMY TO BE KILLED 
 
It’s important to note that Jesus is teaching with hyperbole (exaggeration) as a figure of speech to 
gain our attention. While He isn’t speaking literally in verses 29-30, He is certainly speaking 
radically. These verses aren’t suggesting that we should fight sexual sin by literally tearing out our 
eyes and cutting off our hands. I’m confident that even if we had only left eyes and left hands, we 
would still be very capable of finding ways to sin. What these two verses are saying is that sexual 
purity in both action and thought is massively important. It’s so important that it’s worth sacrificing 
some otherwise good things if they lead us into sin. What Jesus is teaching here is a ruthless self-
denial. What the old dead guys used to refer to as mortification (putting to death) of the flesh.  
 
John Stott explains what it means to mortify our flesh saying, “If your eye causes you to sin because 
temptation comes to you though your eyes (objects you see), then pluck out your eyes. That is: 
don’t look! Behave as if you had actually plucked out your eyes and flung them away, and were 
now blind and so could not see the objects which previously caused you to sin. Again, if your hand 
or foot causes you to sin, because temptation comes to you through your hands (things you do) or 
your feet (places you visit), then cut them off. That is: don’t do it; don’t go! Behave as if you had 
actually cut off your hands and feet, and had flung them away, and were now crippled and so could 
not do the things or visit the places which previously caused you to sin.1   
 
Anything that stands between us and Jesus must be radically amputated. When gangrene starts to 
infect an area of a person’s body, physicians don’t treat it with Neosporin and a Band-Aide. That is 
insufficient treatment for decay - gangrene is treated by cutting the infection away. We must deal 
with our sin in the same radical way. If drastic measures are appropriate to treat the physical man, 

                                                
1 John R. Stott, The Message of the Sermon on the Mount (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1978), 89. 



then drastic measures are certainly appropriate to protect and treat the spiritual man.  We live in a 
culture that is satisfied neither being too extreme in one direction or another – just find the middle 
road (apathy). But Jesus’ counsel is to take extreme measures to pursue spiritual purity.    
 
We must deal radically and severely with our sin. We can’t pamper it, flirt with it, or nibble around 
the edges of it. We must hate it, crush it, and cut it out. Our generation treats sin lightly. Sin, today, 
is better thought of as a deviation instead of a disease. We try and “treat it” instead of condemning 
and repenting of it. Let me state that another way… Instead of killing sin, we try and manage it for 
the sake of our reputation. Friends, sin cannot be managed; it must be put to death. Sin entangles, 
ensnares, and kills – sooner or later, your sin will find you out (cf. Numbers 32:23). 
 
Billy Sunday once said, “The reason so many Christians fall into sin is because they treat sin like 
strawberries and cream rather than a rattlesnake. When we see the lion, we don’t flee. We try and 
see how close we can get (I’ll say more about that in a minute), and if it will let us, we reach out 
and pet it. And then we wonder why we get mauled by sin. The reason that we get eaten alive is 
because we spent too much time cozying up to the kitty instead of making war on our sin. The 17th 
century puritan John Owen once said, “Do you kill sin? Do you make it your daily work? Be always 
at it while you live; cease not a day from this work; be killing sin or it will be killing you.” 
 
We should note that Jesus could have included the feet as well. Oftentimes our feet take us places 
that we shouldn’t go. He could have also added the tongue, for the tongue is often used to flatter 
and inflame lust (cf. James 3:6). But the reason, I think, Jesus specifically speaks about the eye and 
the hand is that these are the usual culprits when it comes to sexual sin and we must learn to 
discipline them - to bring them under control.  
  
Here are four helpful fighter verses that deal with putting sin to death: 
 
Do not present your members to sin as instruments (utensil, tool, vehicle) for unrighteousness, but 
present yourselves to God as those who have been brought from death to life, and your members to 
God as instruments for righteousness.  Romans 6:13 
 
But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh, to gratify its desires.  Romans 
13:14 
 
Put to death therefore what is earthly in you: sexual immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, and 
covetousness, which is idolatry.  Colossians 3:5 
 
 
 
 



For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you abstain from sexual immorality; that each 
one of you know how to control his own body in holiness and honor, not in the passion of lust like 
the Gentiles who do not know God; that no one transgress and wrong his brother in this matter, 
because the Lord is an avenger in all these things, as we told you beforehand and solemnly warned 
you. For God has not called us for impurity, but in holiness.  1 Thessalonians 4:3–7 
 
PRINCIPLE #2 - IF YOU WANT TO AVOID SIN, AVOID TEMPTATION 
 
One of the best ways to avoid sin is to avoid temptation. Do you know you? Do you really know 
you? Let me assure you that Satan knows you. Remember Ephesians 4:14?  He is cunning, crafty, 
and deceitful. He knows what strings to pull and what buttons to push. He knows the places you 
are most tempted, the times you are most tempted, the people who most tempt you, the 
justifications and rationalizations you make for your sin. Don’t let him outwit you. You have to 
know yourself well in order to fight sin well. He will capitalize on your loneliness. He will exploit 
your unhappiness in your marriage. He will dress up and flaunt the lie that the “grass is greener on 
the other side”. Friends, the grass isn’t greener on the other side, the grass is greener where you 
water it.  Don’t become a casualty of war because you failed to be studious of your heart and your 
particular temptations.  
 
PRINCIPLE #3 - DON’T TRY AND SEE HOW CLOSE TO THE LINE YOU CAN GET 
 
There is something in us, connected to our sinful nature, that wants to see how close to the line we 
can get without stepping over it. Jodie and I went to the Grand Canyon for our 10th anniversary. We 
stood in awe as we took in the breathtaking views in every direction as far as the eye could see. But 
there was something in me that wasn’t content with the view from a safe distance. I wanted to get 
out on the precipice and see it from the ledge. Unfortunately, we often treat sin the same way. We 
foolishly try and see how close to the line we can get without getting into trouble. Friends, it’s not a 
display of spiritual strength to see or show how close to sin we can get and still resist it. Spiritual 
strength (maturity) is knowing where we are prone to temptation, and resolving not to go there. 
“How close can I get” is the wrong question. A better question to ask is, “How far away can I stay?”  
 
Have you ever caught yourself saying, “Boy, I sure was tempted, but I’m thankful that I didn’t give 
in to ________________.” Friends, we must not be content with the mere fact that we didn’t act 
sinfully when tempted. A better, more searching question that drills down to the depths of our 
hearts would be, “Why did I want to do it?” 
 
PRINCIPLE #4 - DON’T BUY INTO THE CULTURAL LIE “LET GO AND LET GOD” 
 
Let go and let God makes for cute t-shirts, bumper stickers, Facebook memes, and contemporary 
Christian music, but it’s a lie from the pit of hell. Friends, hear me loud and clear, “Jesus isn’t going 
to obey for you.” In an ultimate sense He has obeyed for you in that for every truly converted 



believer, by nature of Jesus’ substitutionary atonement, has had His righteous life credited to their 
account. But when it comes to daily, practical obedience, you won’t find let go and let God 
anywhere in your Bible. You will find verses like this: 
 
Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you 
may obtain it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all things. They do it to receive a perishable 
wreath, but we an imperishable. So I do not run aimlessly; I do not box as one beating the air. But I 
discipline (uJpwpia¿zw - hupopiazo carries the idea of wearing out, treating severely, or forcing into 
compliance) my body and keep it under control, lest after preaching to others I myself should be 
disqualified.  1 Corinthians 9:24–27 
 
To put sin to death is an act of the will. God will supply all the grace you need, but you, by His 
grace, must crucify your flesh. Paul said, “Put off your old self, which belongs to your former 
manner of life and is corrupt through deceitful desires, and to be renewed in the spirit of your minds 
(Remember: You do what you do because you think what you think), and to put on the new self, 
created after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness” Ephesians 4:22–24.  
 
Side note: One of the most neglected veins of the teaching Jesus is His emphasis on reward. Jesus 
was never shy to use reward and loss of reward as a motivation for holiness. Paul said, “I beat my 
body and make it my slave.” And then he answers the “why” question saying, “So that I may not be 
disqualified from the prize.” Reward is a potent motive for holy living! 
 
PRINCIPLE #5 - WE MUST HAVE A DO WHATEVER IT TAKES MENTIALITY 
 
A. There is a cost associated to dealing radically with your sin. 

Losing a right hand or a right eye reveals that dealing with sin is costly. We must remove those 
things from our lives that tempt us – whether people, paces, or things. It may cost you 
relationships; it may cost you your reputation; it may cost you loneliness, but pursuing holiness 
will cost you. It’s easy to jump in the cultural stream and float down. It’s difficult, on the other 
hand, to turn around and swim upstream against the current. What is the pursuit of holiness 
costing you?   
 
Think about the television you watch - what networks do you have at the push of a button? Is the 
internet a place of frequent failure for you? What movies will you permit yourself to see? Have 
you ever walked out of a movie that quenched your spirit? What about your relationships – are 
they moving you toward holiness or away from holiness. Single people, please, let me beg you, 
don’t try to “missionary date”. As far as influence is concerned, it’s a whole lot easier for you to 
be pulled into the pool than it is for you to try and pull someone out. I want to be careful not to 
pass legalistic standards, but some of us need to do some radical amputating in these areas. 
Consider this principle: Rules put on you by others is legalism, but rules put on you by you is 
wisdom.  



B. There is a pain associated to dealing radically with your sin. 
While you may be temporarily enjoying your sin, get rid of it and any feeling to the contrary. 
Sanctification can be painful. We see the imagery of pruning often in the Bible. Rest assured that 
pruning sometimes hurts, but it’s meant to produce growth and holiness.  
 

C. There are consequences associated with dealing radically with your sin. 
Dealing radically with sin may permanently affect your life in this world. You look in the mirror 
and have no eye, you go to reach for something and cannot grasp it. While this may at times feel 
like an inconvenience, remember that the loss of your eye and hand will help you avoid sin in 
the future.  
 
Some of you might remember the movie 127 Hours. The movie recounts the true story of 
mountaineer and adventurer Aron Ralson who, while climbing down into Blue John Canyon in 
Utah’s Canyonlands National Park, slipped and fell, knocking a boulder loose that smashes his 
arm and entraps him. Stuck, he desperately tries calling for help but realizes that no one can hear 
him and he hadn’t told anyone where he was going. Over the next five days, alone, Aron 
examines his life and considers his options. He tries to chip away at the boulder in an attempt to 
free himself and to keep warm during the chilling nights. He even rigged a pulley using his 
climbing rope in a futile attempt to lift the boulder off his arm. When all else failed, Aron was 
faced with an agonizing choice: amputate his arm so that he can extricate himself or remain 
pinned to the canyon wall and die. Days after being trapped, Aron used the dull blade of his 
pocketknife to cut himself free.2 Friends, this is a picture of the cost, pain, and consequences of 
dealing radically with sin.   

 
THE DESTRUCTIVE NATURE OF SIN 
 
Look at what Jesus says in verse 30. He says, “And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and 
throw it away. For it is better that you lose one of your members than that your whole body go into 
hell.”  
 
Jesus began these verses using a hyperbole to make his point that sin is a destructive foe and it must 
be dealt with decisively and swiftly. The question though is if Jesus began by using a figure of 
speech, is he again using a figure of speech to close verse 30 or is he now speaking literally when 
he refers to the “whole body going into hell”? Well… I think the answer is both. I think the answer 
depends on which audience we are referring to. Let me explain.  
 
For believers, I am persuaded that Jesus is referring to the Judgment Seat of Christ. Paul wrote, “For 
we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may receive what is due for 
what he has done in the body (Interesting reference – eyes and hands), whether good or evil” 2 
Corinthians 5:10. I don’t think Jesus is primarily speaking about being saved or lost in Matthew 
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5:29-30. The Sermon on the Mount is all about the Kingdom of Heaven. The assumption is that His 
followers, the primary audience of His sermon are already saved and thus already citizens of His 
kingdom. I think the “hell” in verses 22, 29-30 refers not to eternal punishment, though Jesus clearly 
taught the certainty of eternal punishment many times elsewhere, but rather the experiencing of 
supernatural fire that will be administered at the Judgment Seat of Christ. Jesus’ words here are 
fleshed out in what Paul said in 1 Corinthians 3:15, “If anyone’s work is burned up, he will suffer 
loss, though he himself will be saved, but only as through fire.” It’s only a matter of time before our 
work will be shown for what it really is – whether we “plucked out our eye” and “cut off our hand” 
or gave in to the desires of the flesh. No truly converted, blood-bought believer will ever be 
eternally lost, but that doesn’t mean that a believer can’t suffer loss in terms of reward. Jesus is 
warning His followers of the grave importance of demonstrating a righteousness that exceeds that of 
the Pharisees.3  
 
It is better to go through life as a spiritual amputee with one eye and only one hand than to have 
our unfortified, undisciplined lives exposed before the judgment seat chastening. Again, we aren’t 
talking about the loss of salvation, but the loss of reward. It is better to deal ruthlessly with our sin 
today than to have our lustful hearts exposed on the Day of days. Friends, let me encourage you to 
make the Judgment Seat of Christ a priority thought in your life today.4 Don’t ever forget that you’ll 
have to give an account (cf. Romans 14:12, Hebrews 13:17, Matthew 12:36-37). A sober realization 
of the fact that the Judgment Seat of Christ is coming should shape your thoughts, actions, and 
desires.   
 
For unbelievers, Jesus is warning against the certainty of eternal punishment. In Mark 8:36-37 Jesus 
asked, “What does it profit a man to gain the whole world, and forfeit his soul? “For what will a man 
give in exchange for his soul?” In other words, if you play with fire now, you’ll pay with fire later. 
For the unbeliever, this is a stern warning not to exchange what is eternal, namely your soul, for the 
fleeting pleasures of sin. Remember, “Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the 
kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven will enter” Matthew 
7:21. 
 
Friends, I hope we cannot rest content thinking that if we have not committed the act of murder or 
the act of adultery that we are doing well. Inside the caldron of our hearts resides the vile and 
heinous disease called sin. Jesus’ words in these verses are an encouragement for us to examine our 
actions, but also our motives, thoughts, and our imaginations. God’s Word is meant to reflect the 
foulness of our sin back to us (cf. James 1:22-14) in hopes that we would mourn over it and have a 
greater hunger and thirst for righteousness.  
 
 

                                                
3 R.T. Kendall, The Sermon on the Mount (Minneapolis, MN: Chosen Books, 2001), 133. 
4 Ibid., 135. 



Let me close with this final thought. One of the best ways to practically put sin to death in your life 
is to recall and recall often the extravagant price that had to be paid in order to deliver us from the 
bondage of sin and death. For the Christian, there should be no greater stimulus and incentive to kill 
sin in our lives than to be reminded that Jesus endured the cross and despised its shame (cf. 
Hebrews 12:2) in order that we, the objects of His saving grace, might be delivered from the curse 
of sin and thus stand before Him holy, blameless, and without reproach (cf. Colossians 1:22). 
Friends, if the love and sufferings of Christ mean anything to us, they will lead us to agree with our 
brother Isaac Watts that love so amazing, so divine, demands my soul, my life, my all.5  
 

 
 

                                                
5 D. Martyn Lloyd Jones, Studies in the Sermon on the Mount (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 

1976), 221. 

 


